Welcome to Another eArticle from V S N’s eArticle Library! I hope VSN readers who are missing the print

magazine, and new readers alike, will enjoy this new way of reading and learning about stamping. Before we dive into
the techniques that you came for, let me briefly share how this eArticle’s works:

Interactive Table of Contents: Click on the Table of Contents links on the next page to jump to eArticle how-to
sections, art pages, sponsor pages or resource pages. Links within the eArticle are colored blue (depending on how
your reader shows links.) There is also a “Go to Contents” button at the bottom of how-to and art pages.
Sections: Next comes the first topic section, followed by reader artwork using section techniques and sometimes a

sponsor page. Sponsor pages are what makes eArticles free to readers, so please be sure to thank sponsors by checking out what they offer! (Click on links on their pages to visit their websites.)

Resources: This pattern repeats until the end, where you will find info on learning more inside VSN’s 226 issues and/

or on the internet. Most VSN issues are still available in print or pdf. Note: Internet links found throughout this eArticle
were good as of publication, but links change and disappear on the internet over time.

If Returning to the eArticle is Slow: Sometimes if you read a picture-heavy pdf in your browser window, clicking
on a link and then returning to the article may be slow. If this happens, save the article to your computer and read it
directly in Acrobat Reader instead of in your browser window and it should move more quickly.

Printing this eArticle: For those who don’t like reading about stamping online, you can print the pdf version of this
eArticle on your home computer to read it as you like. When printing, be sure to choose the landscape print option so
that the eArticle prints at its full 8 1/2” wide by 5 1/2” high size. Scale the print size to fit the page to print it even larger.

If You Enjoy it and would like to see more eArticles made available or have a

suggestion for a future eArticle, please let me know! (vampstamp@prodigy.net)
Please do not email this article to friends. Instead point them to VSN’s eArticle page
where they can download their own copy of this eArticle. Happy Stamping!
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Karen McIntyre’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Window - Angel’s Attic,
Garden Scene in Window - Stampendous,
Houseplants - Art Gone Wild, Table - Darcie’s,
Cat on Table - All Night Media, Siamese on
Floor - The Stampin’ Place, Wallpaper Pattern - Alias Smith & Rowe), Stamp ink, Regular
colored pencils (Prismacolor), Alcohol ink
markers (Copic), Cardstock (white, black),
Paper adhesive.

Stamp and mask images using black ink.
“Color with alcohol ink markers and colored
pencils.” Layer onto black cardstock.
Finished Size: 9” x 7”

Go to Contents

Coloring In: Layered Mixed Mediums
In recent eArticles, we’ve looked at coloring in stamped images, one medium at a time, using colored pencils, alcohol
ink markers and watercolor markers. But if you’ve been stamping for a while, you may have acquired a variety of art
mediums. While you could confine yourself to one art medium per project, why limit yourself? Sometimes, to create
the look you want, you need to dip into several mediums.
Why Stick With One Medium?
ǷǷSome mediums react with each other (erasing or smearing each other for example.)
ǷǷOne medium might be more portable when travelling with supplies.
ǷǷFewer mediums means less craft storage space is needed.
ǷǷMore mediums might mean more art supplies to purchase and more techniques to learn.
ǷǷIt can take more time if you need to wait for one medium to dry or have to seal layers before going onto the next.
Why Use Several Mediums?
ǷǷUsing multiple mediums can create rich color with a lot of depth.
ǷǷAdditional mediums can create textural variety.
ǷǷSome mediums can layer without mixing into the layer below.
ǷǷUseful when you have limited colors within one medium and can use a color from another.
ǷǷSome mediums are perfect for covering wide areas while others a great for tiny accents.
ǷǷVaried mediums can address varied needs of different parts of your piece.
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Art Medium Characteristics

Mediums are better at some things than others. For example, some give you bold
intense color while others create soft pale hues. Some are opaque while others
are translucent. When choosing mediums, consider their characteristics:
ǷǷBold vs. Soft Color
ǷǷOpaque vs. Translucent
ǷǷQuick vs. Slow Application / Drying Time
ǷǷRough Texture vs. Smooth
ǷǷCovers Other Mediums vs. Resists Other Mediums
ǷǷMessy vs. Neat Techniques
ǷǷExpensive vs. Inexpensive (especially for covering large areas)
ǷǷDark vs. Light
ǷǷShiny vs. Matte
ǷǷClean Look vs. Grunge
ǷǷSharp Edges vs. Feathered
ǷǷComplete vs. Incomplete Coverage
ǷǷBlendable vs. Defined Color Areas
ǷǷFlat vs. Dimensional
ǷǷWide Coverage vs. Fine Detail
ǷǷPigment vs. Dye
ǷǷPorous vs. Non Porous Surface Use
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Some art mediums fall very strongly on one end or the other of these ranges. For
example, straight coloring with an alcohol ink marker is always going to create flat color
rather than dimensional (unless the surface underneath is itself dimensional.) But sometimes the characteristics of an art medium will depend on how it is applied. For example,
if you color with that alcohol ink marker directly on white paper, you are likely to get
bold color. But use it in conjunction with a colorless blender and the color can be softly
translucent and even pale instead.
Some art mediums are more time consuming than others to apply. By layering mediums,
you can get the best of both. For example, it can take time to color a wide area with a
dense layer of colored pencil. If you like the look of colored pencils but don’t want to
take that much time, you might lay down a base layer of color using another medium
(like watercolor marker for example) and then use colored pencils over it. That way if you
miss spots, the base color is there to make it less noticeable. Or you might go the other
way and roughly color an area with colored pencil and then go over it with chalks or pastels to fill in any gaps quickly.
Think about the art mediums in your stash and the techniques you like to use with them
and the looks that result. Which of these mediums and techniques do you like best for
a grunge look? Which might give you a better bold look? Which create a soft pastel
look? Which are best for backgrounds and which are best for coloring in stamp details?
Choose mediums by the look you want to achieve on the surface you've got.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Which Medium Comes First?

Some art mediums can be layered on top of each other with no issues. Others react with each other, causing
smearing or erasing entirely. You might like that reaction or you might want to avoid it. Other mediums resist
each other.
Reactions: Successfully layering mediums can sometimes depend on which medium you use first. For example,
alcohol ink markers can be used in the same piece with soft pastels, but if you color with alcohol ink markers
OVER soft pastels, you may grunge up the marker tip and and get some weird color shifts. Instead, you might
want to use the alcohol ink first and then layer the pastel over it.
Opacity: You also need to consider whether one medium will completely cover another. Is one medium opaque
while another is transparent? Experiment with laying down color from one medium first and then coloring over
with the second. Then try the reverse and see if there is a difference. Does the order effect the look? Change the
color? Dull a shine? Does it depend on whether you are using dark or light shades of color?
Practicality: Some mediums are harder to color around with some other mediums, especially if they have texture. This might influence the order in which you layer. For example, if you stamp an image on paper first with
acrylic paint, you might find it tricky to get in close to the dimensional paint’s edges when coloring the image
in with a colored pencil. In some situations, it might make sense to color the area first and then stamp over it. (If
you are worried about placement, you might stamp the image lightly in a pale shade of ink, color the image and
then use a stamp positioner to re-stamp the image in a darker shade, or in this case paint, in the same place.)
Final Touches: And sometimes, the final medium is the accent, the final touch that makes things pop. It might
be a bit of glitter glue to add a bit of sparkle or a dot of acrylic paint to add some glossy shine. Or it might be a
spot of white gel pen ink or a little bit of fuzzy flocking. You don’t always know what you need until you’ve created the whole thing and realize it needs that one extra touch!
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Avoiding Medium Interactions

Drying Between Layers: Some mediums move around if you layer another medium over them when they are still wet
but once dry, will stay put. For example, acrylic paints, because they are water-based, might move around if you used
another water-based medium over them while still wet. Let the paint dry however and those same water-based mediums might instead be resisted by the acrylic paint.
Know your mediums. Experiment with the mediums you've got to learn how much drying time is needed (if any) to
avoid issues when layering mediums.
Sealing Between Layers: Some mediums react with each other whether they are wet or dry. For example, alcohol ink
dries very quickly. But try to layer more alcohol ink or some other solvent-based medium over it and the original ink is
reactivated; it is likely to move or remove that ink, even when dry.
Often what you can do if you really need to layer two mediums that don’t play nice together is to seal the first medium
with a workable fixative before applying the second medium over it. Workable Fixatives can be found in the art supplies section of craft stores. Read product cans when choosing fixative sprays, as they are sometimes designed to
work with specific mediums. Stamp inks probably won’t be listed though. Experiment on a test stamping/medium to
be sure. For layering, be sure to pick a workable fixative rather than a final fixative or varnish that would be difficult to
layer mediums over. It needs to be workable. (I used Krylon Workable Fixatif for projects in this eArticle that required a
workable fixative.)
As always, follow product directions for using adequate ventilation and for drying times. Experiment first if you can
with how workable fixatives work with different mediums as they can sometimes alter color hue, tone or darkness.
And if you are worried that your mediums might move, consider spraying the finished piece with a final artists’ fixative
to make them less likely to rub off.

Next: A page from one of our Sponsors.
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Exploring Art Medium Layering

Let’s get out some art mediums and play! I encourage you to dig into your own art supplies and work along with me
and then continue on your own. For this eArticle, I pulled out nine art mediums for my layering experiments:
ǷǷWatercolor paint (Da Vinci brand tube watercolors with water)
ǷǷAcrylic paint (Ranger Claudine Hellmuth brand jar paint)
ǷǷWatercolor markers (Ranger Distress markers and Tombow watercolor markers)
ǷǷAlcohol ink markers (Copic and Prismacolor)
ǷǷDye-based stamp ink (Ranger Distress ink, ColorBox Archival dye ink, Ranger Archival dye ink)
ǷǷChalk (Craf-T squares)
ǷǷSoft pastels (Rembrandt half sticks)
ǷǷRegular colored pencils (Prismacolor)
ǷǷWax crayons (Crayola)
These aren’t the only mediums you could use or the only types of these particular mediums for that matter, but these
include many that we stampers typically use (and a few that are less typical.)
Surfaces Used: I tried each combination on white matte cardstock, as that is the most common surface we stampers
use. Some mediums were also tried on a second paper when there is a paper especially recommended for one of the
mediums. (For example, watercolor paint or watercolor markers on watercolor paper.)
Experiment Sheets: While I tried each combination of these nine mediums to prepare for this article, I’m not going to
show every combination within the article itself. Scans of my experiment sheets can be found by following the link to
the experiment sheets pdf file found at the end of any of the art medium sections. Each sheet within the file focuses
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on a particular art medium as the base color with the second medium layered on top. For this reason, each art medium
combination will be found at least twice among the sample sheets, once as the base layer and once as the top layer.
This format also lets you use each sheet as a basic art medium layering reference.
I applied the base layer for each sample sheet one day and then went back and applied the top layers the following
day. In most cases, it really isn’t necessary to wait a day for the base medium to dry; it was really the watercolor paint
and acrylic paints that I was allowing to dry. If you try instead layering over a wet medium, your results may vary.
Try Variations: You can get some good ideas from my experimentation sheets, but try this with your own art mediums
to get more detailed information tailored to your supplies and the way you work. The medium brand and quality (kids,
student or artist) can make a difference in things like coverage, the amount of color, translucence or opacity, etc.
I used each medium straight (with the exception of a little water with watercolor paint.) You can get different effects
from some mediums by adding water or a solvent. I also layered similar colors on the sheets: orange over yellow, green
over green, blue over blue. Experiment with layering non-similar colors to get different looks.
Try acrylic mediums (gel mediums, texture mediums) or different types of acrylic paints (gesso vs. tube acrylics vs. fluid
acrylics.) Play with regular pastels vs. watercolor pastels vs. PanPastels. Try different types of pens (pigment pens, gel
pens.) Try Faber Castell’s Gelatos or Gel Sticks, encaustic wax, embossing powder, etc.
Medium Comparisons: Once again, I've used many of the same stamps in the how-to pictures and sample artwork as
were used in the previous "Coloring In" eArticles (Watercolor Markers, Alcohol Ink Markers and Colored Pencils) so you
can compare how the same person might use different mediums to color in the same images.
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Watercolor Paint

For my watercolor paint experiments, I used Da Vinci Artist Water Colors (tube paints.) There are many brands of watercolor paint and they can range in quality from cheap kids’ palette sets to student quality paints to artist paints. As high
quality artist paints, this particular line has beautiful color and high pigment levels that I really like. It can be used with
very little water to opaquely cover a piece of cardstock or watercolor paper. In my experiments with watercolor as the
base art medium, I liked all the art medium combos better on watercolor paper than on cardstock.

Squeeze a little watercolor tube paint onto a craft mat and apply a little water with a wet brush. Brush paint over
watercolor paper with watercolor paint and then allow to dry. I let mine dry overnight, although it could be used
much sooner, depending on how thick your paint coverage.

Tip: To efficiently use your materials and cut down on clean up time, consider painting a bunch of pieces of watercolor
paper with one or more colors of paint. Allow to dry and set aside the extra pieces for future projects.
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(Butterfly: Toybox Rubber Stamps, Text: Inkadinkado)
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You can stamp directly on dry watercolor paint with stamp
inks, but if you plan to color the image in, you may find that
stamping and embossing, as I've done here, is your best bet,
especially when working with fine lined images where the
coloring medium may overpower the ink of the stamped
lines. Stamping and embossing is also a good approach when
working on dark backgrounds like this one. It helps the stamp
image really show up well. You could alternatively stamp over
the watercolor surface with acrylic paint.
Color in the image with your medium of choice. I particularly like coloring in with alcohol ink markers when the base
watercolor paint color is light enough for translucent alcohol
ink marker to show up. The watercolor paint and alcohol ink
marker combo gives you the smoothest color coverage.
For a rougher, grainier coverage, try chalk or colored pencils as I've done here. Colored pencil colors really pop nicely
when used to color in images stamped and embossed on
dark watercolor painted surfaces.

Learn More: See the “Stamping With Paint” eArticle, the Jul ‘06

VSN focus article on “Watercolor Paints” and Jun ‘06 VSN focus
article on “Acrylic Paints” and May '06 VSN "Colored Pencils"
focus article. (Available through the Online Shopping Cart.)
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Watercolor Paint Experiment
(Watercolor Paint as a Base and Colored With . . . )
ǷǷAcrylic Paint • covers opaquely (paint or stamp with acrylic paint)
ǷǷWatercolor Markers • streaky coverage (among my least liked combos for watercolor paint)
ǷǷAlcohol Ink Markers • smooth even coverage (one of my favorite combos)
ǷǷDye-based Stamp Ink • spotty when direct-to-paper but fine when stamped
ǷǷChalk • interesting soft over layer, grainy coverage
ǷǷPastels • streaky coverage (among my least liked combos for watercolor paint)
ǷǷColored Pencils • grainy coverage, colors pop surprisingly well on dark paint
ǷǷCrayons • rough coverage

Learn More: See the two Watercolor Paint sheets

within the Art Mediums Experiment pdf file to see
the results of all the art medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with watercolor paint.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Butterfly - Toybox
Rubber Stamps, Text - Inkadinkado),
Watercolor paper (Strathmore Cold Press
80 lb), Watercolor paint (Da Vinci: 232
Chromium Oxide Green), Paintbrush,
Embossing ink (Ranger Big & Bossy:
Black), Embossing powder (clear), Regular
colored pencils (Prismacolor: 122 Red, 916
Yellow), Cardstock (yellow, hunter green),
Paper adhesive.

“Use a brush to cover a piece of watercolor paper with watercolor paint. Allow
to dry completely."
"Stamp and emboss butterfly and text on
painted card in black embossing ink and
clear powder. Color in butterfly with colored pencils.”
“Layer finished panel on yellow cardstock
and then on dark green card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 6 3/4"
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Barb Benson’s Art

http://stampartetc.blogspot.com/
Supplies: Stamps (Frantic Stamper, Sparkle N
Sprinkle), Cardstock (white, black, dark pink),
Inks (black, watermark), Twinkling H2Os, Chalk,
Watercolor pencils, Embossing powder (black),
Embossing folder and Die-cut/Embossing
machine, Decorative punch, Stone embellishment, Paper Adhesive.

“Heat emboss image on white cardstock with
watermark ink and black embossing powder. Use
Twinkling H2Os, chalk and watercolor pencils to
color image; trim.”
“Shade open areas of image lightly with chalk.
Trim and mount to dark pink cardstock. Stamp
sentiment in black ink, trim, and mount to dark
pink cardstock.”
“Attach stone embellishment to sentiment. Run
white cardstock through embossing folder.
Mount to black folded card. Attach image and
sentiment to card. Punch two decorative pieces
from black card stock and attach to opposing corners of image.”
Finished size: 6 3/4” x 4 1/2”
Go to Contents

Acrylic Paint

For my acrylic paint experiments, I used Claudine Hellmuth’s Studio acrylic paints (sold in jars.) I like the colors of this
line and find the small jars to be very handy to use. I also used Claudine’s paint brushes for applying both the acrylic
paints and the watercolor paints. You might also use tube acrylic paints like those from Golden or Liquitex or fluid
acrylic artists paints in bottles from the art supply aisle or fluid acrylic craft paints found in the craft aisle.
When dry, acrylic paints will resist most art mediums to some extent, often resulting in streaky, uneven coverage.
Using them as a base be challenging. But you can use the resist in your favor, particularly for rough grunge looks.

Paint a piece of cardstock with acrylic paint in a rough and random way. Allow to dry overnight.

Tip: To efficiently use your materials and cut down on clean up time, consider painting a bunch of pieces of paper with

one or more colors of paint. Allow to dry and set aside the extra pieces for future projects.
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(Woman in Chair: River City Rubber Works)

Color the dry piece with a water-based art medium. Here, I am
using a Distress watercolor marker. Wipe the excess medium
away with a paper towel. Dry acrylic paint will resist most
mediums not intended for nonporous surfaces, so the paper
towel will wipe away whatever medium wound up on the
paint. The marker stays in place on the unpainted areas of the
paper for a rough worn grunge looking background.
Stamp an image on the painted background using an ink for
nonporous surfaces. I used StazOn ink.

Tip: I stamped completely in a painted area so I didn’t have to

worry about differences in the surface between mediums.
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Woman in Chair - River City Rubber Works

In order to color in the image, you’ll need to give the surface a little tooth. Spray lightly with an artist fixative spray.
Make sure you shake up the can really well first, per the directions on the can, to avoid drips, because the spray fixative
could potentially move the StazOn ink if you allow it to drip on the ink. Allow the fixative to dry completely; the spray I
used (Krylon Workable Fixatif ) required one hour.
Now color in the stamped image using alcohol ink or watercolor paint. Here I am using a Copic alcohol ink marker. You
are still not going to get great coverage on this surface, but the fixative should make it a bit better. Normally you can’t
color in an image stamped with StazOn using alcohol ink, but the workable fixative protects the stamped image.
When coloring with alcohol ink, even over the sprayed surface, the results are streakier than if you were coloring on
paper. I found I did better dotting on the ink and then blotting it with a finger to avoid streaks.
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Learn More: See the Jun ‘06 VSN focus article on “Acrylic

Paints” (available through the Online Shopping Cart) and the
“Coloring In Stamped Images with Alcohol Inks” eArticle.
Acrylic Paint Experiment
(Acrylic Paint as a Base and Colored With . . . results are without
using a fixative between coats)

ǷǷWatercolor Paint • surprisingly opaque cover when used
with very little water
ǷǷWatercolor Markers • light coverage
ǷǷAlcohol Ink Markers • streaky
ǷǷDye-based Stamp Ink • uneven coverage
ǷǷChalk • doesn’t cover well, rubs off
ǷǷPastels • uneven
ǷǷColored Pencils • uneven
ǷǷCrayons • uneven

Learn More: See the Acrylic Paint sheet within the Art

Mediums Experiment pdf file to see the results of all
the art medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with acrylic paint.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Woman in Chair - River City Rubber Works), Acrylic
Paint (Ranger’s Claudine Hellmuth Studio Acrylic paint: Traditional Tan),
Watercolor marker (Ranger: Tim Holtz Distress Marker Brushed Corduroy), Spray Workable Fixative (Krylon Workable Fixatif ), StazOn ink
(Tsukineko: Jet Black), Paper towel, Alcohol ink markers (Copic: E02 tan,
Y13 yellow, B14 blue, C3 grey, E09 brown), Preprinted paper, Cardstock
(white matte, black), Paper adhesive.

“Paint acrylic paint randomly over cardstock, leaving some areas
unpainted. Allow to dry overnight. When dry, color entire painted
piece with watercolor marker. Use a paper towel to wipe off excess ink.
Acrylic paint resists watercolor marker, so you will wind up with the
marker color in the areas without the paint base coat.”
“Stamp image in black StazOn ink. Give it a few minutes to dry and
then carefully spray with workable fixative in a well-ventilated area.
The fixative I used, will interact with StazOn ink if you get drips, so
make sure you shake the can well first to avoid drips. Allow to dry per
can directions.”
“When the fixative is completely dry (about an hour), use alcohol ink
markers to color in the stamped image. Acrylic paint is not the most
forgiving surface to color on; you may need to dot on the ink and then
blot it with your finger to avoid streaking as you color.”
“Layer finished panel on preprinted paper and then black card.”
Finished Size: 7 1/4" x 5 1/2"
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Turtle Large and Small - Rubber
Stamp Plantation, Text - Museum of Modern Rubber), Cardstock (white matte, yellow, black)), Acrylic
paint (Claudine Hellmuth’s Studio Acrylic Paint: Sky
Blue), Paintbrush, StazOn ink (Tsukineko: Jet Black),
Wax crayon (Crayola: blue), Soft Pastels (Rembrandt:
blue, white, green), Diamond Glaze. Paper adhesive.

“Paint acrylic paint over cardstock. Allow to dry
overnight. When dry, stamp turtles in black StazOn
ink over painted surface. Color over entire card randomly with blue crayon. The crayon doesn’t show
up very much but adds to the rough look. Then color
entire card randomly with blue, white and green soft
pastels. Use a damp finger to clean off some of the
pastels from the two large turtle images so that their
black looks darker.”
“Stamp text quote in black ink on thin white paper.
Cut out around text bubble. Use Diamond Glaze to
attach text bubble to card, both under and on top of
stamped image. Use additional Diamond Glaze on
the shell sections of two largest turtles so they will
stand out among the rest. Allow to dry. Layer onto
yellow and then black card."
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 7"
Go to Contents

For my watercolor marker experiments, I used Tombow
watercolor markers and Ranger’s Tim Holtz Distress markers.
I tried the art medium combos on both watercolor paper
and matte cardstock. When watercolor marker was the base
medium, I liked any combo better on watercolor paper than
cardstock. The watercolor paper gives you softer, less streaky
marker coverage than most regular cardstocks and that
affects the total look, even when layering mediums.
I especially liked watercolor markers in combination with
alcohol ink markers for their smooth coverage when combined. Chalk, pastels, colored pencils and crayons all give
interesting grainy coverage over watercolor marker ink. I
liked the acrylic paint and watercolor paints over these the
least, mostly because the paints were opaque and simply
covered the marker, but that is a good thing if that is what
you are trying to do.
Stamp an image in dye ink (preferably a permanent ink) on
watercolor paper or cardstock. Color with watercolor markers. Then add additional color with alcohol ink markers,
colored pencils or other mediums to build color over some
areas of the watercolor marker ink.
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Learn More: See “Coloring in Stamped Images With Watercolor Makers” eArticle and Apr ‘06 VSN focus article on
Markers. (Available through the Online Shopping Cart.)
Watercolor Marker Experiment
(Watercolor Marker as a Base and Colored With . . . )
ǷǷWatercolor Paint • opaque coverage
ǷǷAcrylic Paint • opaque coverage
ǷǷAlcohol Ink Markers • translucent even coverage
ǷǷDye-based Stamp Ink • good coverage
ǷǷChalk • grainy coverage
ǷǷPastels • grainy coverage
ǷǷColored Pencils • grainy coverage
ǷǷCrayons • grainy coverage

Learn More: See the two Watercolor Ink sheets within the

Art Mediums Experiment pdf file to see the results of all
the art medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with watercolor markers and a
page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Butterfly - Toybox Rubber
Stamps, Text - Stampendous), Watercolor
paper (Canson Cold Press 140 lb), Watercolor
marker (Ranger: Distress marker Scattered
Straw), Alcohol Ink marker (YR04 orange),
Regular colored pencils (Prismacolor: 909
Aquamarine, Soft Pastels (Rembrandt: blue),
Chalk (Craf-T: blue), Cardstock (orange, black),
Paper adhesive.

"Stamp butterfly and text on painted card in
black. Color in butterfly with colored watercolor marker. Color some parts of butterfly
again with orange alcohol ink marker."
"Color background with blue chalk, colored
pencils and soft pastels. Layer finished panel
on orange cardstock and then on black card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 6 3/4"

Go to Contents

Alcohol Ink Markers

For my alcohol ink marker experiments, I used Copic
Sketch markers and Prismacolor markers. Please note
that you might alternatively use bottled alcohol inks
on a felt applicator pad to apply the inks — something that might be a better option for those cases
where you might worry about getting other mediums on the marker tips.

(Wine:
Stamps Happen)

I liked watercolor marker, watercolor paint and
colored pencil best when colored over alcohol ink
surfaces. I liked crayon the least over this surface.
Stamp image with a non-solvent dye ink and heat-set. Color
using alcohol ink markers. In this case, I’m not doing any fancy
shading and blending; just get a base coat of color down.
Use watercolor marker, colored pencil or other art medium over
the alcohol ink to add shadows and build color. I found that
even if my original alcohol ink layer was streaky, the additional
mediums could be used to even out the color, something to
consider if you have unintentionally wound up with streaky
alcohol ink and want a fairly easy fix.
Add more alcohol ink if you like, although you may want to be careful with
which mediums you go over with alcohol ink markers as you can grunge
up the marker tips, especially with grainy mediums like soft pastels.
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Learn More: See the “Coloring In Stamped Images with Alcohol
Inks” eArticle as well as the Jan '09 VSN "Alcohol Ink Markers Part 1" and Mar '11 VSN "Alcohol Ink Markers Part 2" feature
articles. (Available through the Online Shopping Cart.)
Alcohol Ink Marker Experiment
Alcohol Ink Marker as a Base and Colored With . . .
ǷǷWatercolor Paint • opaque even coverage
ǷǷAcrylic Paint • good opaque coverage
ǷǷWatercolor Markers • good translucent coverage
ǷǷDye-based Stamp Ink • ok coverage
ǷǷChalk • grainy
ǷǷPastels • grainy
ǷǷColored Pencils • grainy
ǷǷCrayons • uneven coverage

Learn More: See the two Alcohol Ink Marker sheets within the

Art Mediums Experiment pdf file to see the results of all the
art medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with alcohol ink markers.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Wine - Stamps Happen), Copic Bleedproof Marker paper,
Memento dye ink (Tuxedo Black), Alcohol Ink markers (Copic: 0 blender,
Y13 yellow, R22 pink, C3 grey, E02 tan; Prismacolor: 197 Green Tea, 196
Wheat), Watercolor markers (Ranger Distress: Dried Marigold, Forest Moss;
Tombow 623 purple), Colored Pencils (Berol Prismacolor 917 orange, 937
burgundy), Cardstock (burgundy, black), Paper Adhesive.

“Stamp image in black Memento dye ink on Copic marker paper (or white
cardstock.) Heat-set with a heat tool and/or allow to dry overnight. Color
glass, bottle, label and bottle neck wrapper using alcohol ink markers.
Bottle neck wrapper was colored with light tan and then light green alcohol inks. The two colors pushed each other away, creating an interesting
mottled texture for the wrapper. Use tan and grey alcohol ink markers
beneath image to create drop shadow.”
“Color inside letters using fine tip of watercolor marker. Color background
with yellow alcohol ink marker. Because the watercolor ink and alcohol
ink don’t react with each other, I was able to color right over the previously
colored letters with the yellow alcohol ink, making coloring easy.”
“Use purple watercolor ink marker over previously colored pink alcohol ink
in bottle and glass to give wine a more burgundy tone. Go back and forth
between watercolor ink and alcohol ink to get the color and shading. Go
over shadow areas with burgundy colored pencil. Use light orange colored pencil over yellow alcohol ink on background to create richer color.
Use same colored pencil to shade bottle label. Layer finished panel on
burgundy cardstock and then black card.”
Finished Size: 6" x 4 1/2"
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Woman with Cake - Art Impressions,
Text - Inkadinkado), Dye ink (Tsukineko: Memento
Tuxedo Black), Alcohol ink markers (Copic: C3 grey, E02
tan, Y21 light yellow, Y13 yellow, B14 blue; Prismacolor:
194 Stone Cold), Watercolor markers (Ranger Distress:
Dried Marigold, Tumbled Glass, Warm Lipstick, Antique
Linen, Scattered Straw; Tombow 553 blue/purple),
Regular colored pencils (Prismacolor 939 Flesh, 901
Indigo Black, 917 Yellow Orange, 942 Yellow Ochre, 905
Aquamarine), Copic Bleedproof marker paper, Stationery weight paper (blue), Preprinted paper (Making
Memories), Cardstock (dark blue), Paper adhesive.

“Stamp image in black on marker paper or white
matte cardstock. Color parts of image with alcohol ink
markers. Use watercolor markers to color other parts of
the image and/or color over some of the same areas to
create shadows or deeper color. Use colored pencils to
add additional detail, shading and color.”
“Stamp text in black on the bottom of a piece of blue
paper. Layer stamped piece on the blue stamped
paper, then on preprinted paper and finally on a dark
blue card.”
Finished Size: 8 1/2" x 5 1/4"
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Dye-based Stamp Ink

For my dye-based stamp ink experiment sheets, I used a Distress Ink dye inkpad for the base and ColorBox Archival
Cat’s dye Eye inkpads to layer over other mediums. (The Distress Inkpad was easiest for applying a broad swath of
color of base color for the sheets, while the Cat’s Eye size was handy for layering in the space on my sample sheets.)

(Fish: Mostly Animals)

For even coverage, I liked alcohol ink over dye-based ink best. For grainy textures, I liked chalk, pastel and colored pencil. Crayon created an interesting grunge look.

Stamp image in dye-based ink or stamp and emboss on cardstock. Use an applicator pad, stipple brush or apply
another color of dye-based ink direct to paper to color the stamped image. For this fish, I used a stipple brush to stipple orange archival ink (Ranger.) I didn’t worry about getting color outside the lines, because I intended to cut out the
fish and use it as a layer on a card. (Alternatively, I could have masked the background.)
Add color with alcohol ink and/or other art mediums to build color. Here, I found that the lines of my stamped image
were not popping as much as I would have liked, as the dye ink dulls the image’s black lines, so I went back later and
added white gel pen ink and black artist pen ink to the eye area. To avoid this problem, you might consider stamping
and embossing your image rather than simply stamping with dye ink.
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Learn More: See the Aug '03 Inkpads feature article and
the Aug '04 Inkpads Update. (Available through the
Online Shopping Cart.)
Dye-Based Stamp Ink
(Dye-Based Stamp Ink as a Base and Colored With . . . )
ǷǷWatercolor Paint • translucent coverage
ǷǷAcrylic Paint • opaque coverage
ǷǷWatercolor Markers • translucent coverage
ǷǷAlcohol Ink Markers • translucent coverage
ǷǷChalk • soft coverage
ǷǷPastels • grainy
ǷǷColored Pencils • grainy
ǷǷCrayons • grainy

Learn More: See the Dye Stamp Ink sheet within the

Art Mediums Experiment pdf file to see the results of
all the art medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with dye-based stamp ink
and a page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Fish - Mostly Animals, Tropical
Island - Arizona Stamps Too), Dye ink (Tsukineko:
Memento Tuxedo Black, Ranger: Archival Dye ink
Monarch Orange), Alcohol ink markers (Copic: Y13
yellow, E02 tan), Cardstock (white matte, black),
Color Duster brush (JudiKins), Soft Pastels (Rembrandt: orange, red, yellow, blue), Chalk (Craf-T
blue), Pitt Artist Pen (Faber Castell), Gel Pen (Jelly
Roll White), Scissors, Paper Adhesive.

“Stamp fish in black on white matte cardstock.
Stipple orange dye stamp ink over part of fish,
tapping brush repeatedly to get intensity desired.
Color entire fish using yellow alcohol ink marker.
Use tan alcohol ink marker to create shadows on
fish's face. Go back over parts of fish with orange
dye ink to build more color. Use white gel pen
and black fine tip artist pen to trace stamped eye
details to make eye stand out more. Cut out."
“Stamp tropical island in black ink on white matte
cardstock. Color with pastels and chalk. Layer onto
black card, use white gel pen to doodle and write
words. Layer on fish.”
Finished Size: 4 1/2" x 5 3/4
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Tulips - Stampa Rosa), Dye ink (Tsukineko: Memento Tuxedo Black, Ranger: Archival Dye
ink Banana), Alcohol ink markers (Copic: Y21 yellow,
R20 pink, C3 grey, Prismacolor: 107 Green Tea, 194
Cold Stone), Cardstock (white matte, black), Color
Duster brush (JudiKins), Hand-marbled paper (Skycraft
Design), Paper adhesive.

“Stamp image in black on white matte cardstock. Use
stipple brush to apply yellow dye stamp ink over entire
image and in a circular area all around the image, tapping the brush repeatedly to get the intensity desired.
Use alcohol ink markers to color in image over the yellowed stippled ink. Use grey marker to draw in a drop
shadow under the vase.”
“Layer marbled paper onto black card and then layer
stamped panel on top.”
Finished Size: 6 3/4" x 5 1/2"
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Chalk

For my chalk experiments, I used squares of Craf-T chalks. I’ve had these forever and it’s nice that they do last forever.
They might break, but even broken squares still work. Simply rub the chalk square with a paper towel and then rub the
paper towel on your cardstock to transfer the color.

(Tropical Island : Arizona Stamps Too)

I’ve always liked chalk in combination with other art mediums. While it can sometimes be too subtle when used alone,
it pairs particularly nicely with colored pencils and pastels. You can also color over it with watercolor marker or alcohol
ink marker for smooth color.

Stamp the image in dye ink or stamp and emboss on cardstock. (Here I stamped and embossed so that the color
wouldn't dull the stamped image lines.) Rub chalk over the paper using a paper towel. Then color over chalk with
watercolor or alcohol ink markers or with pastels or colored pencils. Here I used a regular colored pencil (Prismacolor.)
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Learn More: See Mar ‘06 VSN focus article on Pastels &

Chalks. (Available through the Online Shopping Cart.)
Chalk Experiment
(Chalk as a Base and Colored With . . . )

ǷǷWatercolor Paint • opaque coverage
ǷǷAcrylic Paint • opaque texture
ǷǷWatercolor Markers • smooth even coverage
ǷǷAlcohol Ink Markers • smooth even coverage
ǷǷDye-based Stamp Ink • opaque coverage
ǷǷPastels • rough grainy
ǷǷColored Pencils • rough grainy
ǷǷCrayons • rough grainy
Learn More: See the Chalk sheet within the Art Mediums Experiment pdf file to see the results of all the art
medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with chalk.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Tropical Island - Arizona
Stamps Too, Text - Rubber Memories), Cardstock (white matte, black), Black inkpad
(Ranger Archival ink: Jet Black), Regular colored pencils (Prismacolor: 905 Aquamarine,
903 True Blue, 921 Vermillion Red, 918 Orange,
916 Yellow), Soft Pastels (Rembrandt: red,
orange, yellow), Chalk (Craft-T: blue, yellow,
orange), Paper adhesive.

“Stamp tropical island in black on white matte
cardstock. Color water area with blue chalk
on a paper towel. The coloring doesn’t have to
be perfect. This is a quick and dirty technique.
Color area again quickly with another shade
of chalk and/or blue colored pencil. Stamp text
in black.”
“Color sky with red, yellow and orange shades
of pastel. Wipe off excess pastel with a paper
towel. Go over some areas of the sunset with
orange and yellow soft chalk to build a rich
colorful sky. Add more pastel and/or colored
pencil. Use a damp finger to wipe pastel off of
black stamp lines. Layer onto black card."
Finished Size: 5" x 6"
Go to Contents

Barb Benson’s Art

http://stampartetc.blogspot.com/
Supplies: Stamps (Rubbernecker, See-D’s),
Cardstock (white, black, gold textured), Vellum
paper, Inks (black StazOn, black), Chalk, Colored
pencils, Gold brads, Ribbon threading punch,
Ribbon, Paper Adhesive.
“Stamp image on vellum with StazOn; allow to
dry. Color image with chalk and colored pencils.
Trim and cut matching white cardstock piece.”
“Attach vellum to cardstock with brads. Stamp
sentiment in black on white cardstock; trim.
Mount to gold cardstock.”
“Use ribbon threading punch twice at top of a
piece of gold cardstock. Run ribbon through
both punched areas and tie with bow in the
middle. Attach gold piece to black card. Attach
image and sentiment.”
Finished Size: 7 5/8” x 5”
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Pastels

For my pastel experiments, I used Rembrandt soft pastels. Please note that there are also hard pastels and pastel pencils and PanPastels. Your results may vary based on brand and art medium type as well as the quality of what you are
using. Pastels are a less common way to color in stamped images. The soft pastels I’m using here are half sticks with
wide surfaces, making them not the best for coloring in detailed stamped images. I like them however, particularly in
combination with chalks, for coloring wide areas, for example, coloring in sky, ground or water in a stamped scene.

(Tropical Island: Arizona Stamps Too)

In my experiments, I liked alcohol ink over pastels the least, both because I didn’t like getting pastel on the marker tips
and because the alcohol ink colors seemed to go a little bit off when used over pastels.

Stamp and emboss on cardstock. (Pastel can dull stamped lines but wipes off of embossed lines, so embossing is a good
choice when using pastels. Color with pastels. Here I am using soft pastels in half sticks. Rub over the colored area with
a finger or paper towel to smooth out the color. Build color with chalk as I've done here (Craf-T) or colored pencils.
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Learn More: See Mar ‘06 VSN focus article on Pastels &

Chalks. (Available through the Online Shopping Cart.)
Pastel Experiment
(Pastels as a Base and Colored With . . . )

ǷǷWatercolor Paint • opaque coverage
ǷǷAcrylic Paint • opaque texture
ǷǷWatercolor Markers • even coverage
ǷǷAlcohol Ink Markers • uneven, off color
ǷǷDye-based Stamp Ink • uneven coverage
ǷǷChalk • soft mix
ǷǷColored Pencils • uneven
ǷǷCrayons • uneven

Learn More: See the Soft Pastels sheet within the Art

Mediums Experiment pdf file to see the results of all
the art medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with pastels and a page from
one of our Sponsors.
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Barb Benson’s Art

http://stampartetc.blogspot.com/
Supplies: Stamps (Stamping Sensations, OnyxXpressions), Cardstock (cream, medium green), Washi paper,
Inks (black, brown, watermark), Embossing powder
(black). Pastels, colored Crystal Lacquer, Alcohol ink
markers (Copic), Dragonfly punch, Corner punch,
Paper adhesive.

“Heat emboss image on cream cardstock with watermark ink and black embossing powder. Use pastels,
colored Crystal Lacquer and alcohol ink markers to
color image. Trim, ink edges in brown, punch corners,
and mount to washi paper.”
“Stamp sentiment on cream cardstock in black. Trim,
ink edges in brown, punch corners, and mount to
washi paper. Punch dragonfly from washi paper.
Mount all to green card.”
Finished Size: 4 1/2” x 5 3/8”
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Big butterfly, Our Daily Bread,
Tiny butterfly - The Stamp Pad), Dye Stamp Ink
(Tsukineko: Brilliance Lightning Black), Pan Pastel
(Violet), Alcohol ink markers (Copic: BG05, R27,
and RV04; Sharpie marker), Micro Glaze, Deckle
scissors, Paper Adhesive, Sponge, Cardstock
(white, black.)

“Stamp butterflies in black ink on white cardstock; allowing to dry. Color in with Copic
alcohol ink markers."
"Use a sponge to color over the whole piece with
the Pan Pastel. Apply a thin layer of Micro Glaze
and buff gently with a paper towel.”
“Cut the piece with deckle-edge scissors and use
a black Sharpie marker along the edge. Mount
the cardstock to a slightly larger piece of white
cardstock and then to a black card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2” x 4 1/4”
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Colored Pencils

For my colored pencils experiments, I used Berol Prismacolor regular
colored pencils. If you instead use watercolor colored pencils with or
without water, you may get different results. (Because their color is
designed to be broken down using water, watercolor pencils tend to
be less pigmented and so not as opaque as regular colored pencils.)
Quality regular colored pencils like these are my own favorite coloring medium. They play nice with many other art mediums, letting
you build color with them. But getting really good rich coverage
with colored pencils can take a bit of time; Coloring can get tedious.
Going over colored pencil with chalk of the same color fills in gaps for
quicker coloring.
Colored pencils are also great for adding shadow areas over watercolor marker or alcohol ink marker surfaces without tricky blending
techniques. Marker ink can resist colored pencil to some extent, but
when using them for shading and building color, that is often an
advantage, helping you avoid harsh transition lines.
Here, I colored several ways. The house, bushes, wall and grass were
colored with colored pencil. The sky was colored with alcohol ink
markers (Copic.) Because the cardstock I was using is not the best for
alcohol ink and my coloring technique was very fast and sloppy, the
sky color looks pretty bad right? It is streaky and uneven. But that's
actually ok. Colored pencils to the rescue!
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(House & Bushes: Arizona Stamps Too)

You can use alcohol ink markers or watercolor markers to color over colored pencil to bump up the color and fill in
gaps. Here I used a green watercolor marker (Tombow) over the colored pencil grass. Notice how the watercolor
marker evens out the green of my rough pencil coloring, but with much less streakiness than if the matte cardstock
was simply colored with marker. You can go back in with more colored pencil if you like (or not.)
For my streaky sky, I colored over the marker ink with watercolor marker and colored pencil to even out the color. I
didn't need to completely cover every tiny bit of sky. Between the markers and colored pencil, I got a deep blue sky.
The result is not as clean as you'd get if you took the time to blend alcohol ink markers on the right type of cardstock,
using multiple shades of ink and a blender pen, or if you painstakingly built up color with colored pencils, but it does
create rich vibrant color fairly quickly. Sometimes you need a quick card after all!
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Learn More: See the May ‘06 VSN focus article on
"Colored Pencils" (available through the Online
Shopping Cart) and the “Coloring In: Colored
Pencil Techniques for Stamping” eArticle.
Colored Pencils Experiment
(Colored Pencils as a Base and Colored With . . . )
ǷǷWatercolor Paint• opaque coverage
ǷǷAcrylic Paint • opaque texture
ǷǷWatercolor Markers • resists
ǷǷAlcohol Ink Markers • resists
ǷǷDye-based Stamp Ink • resists
ǷǷChalk • blends nicely
ǷǷPastels • opaque coverage
ǷǷCrayons • blends nicely

Learn More: See the Colored Pencils sheet within

the Art Mediums Experiment pdf file to see the
results of all the art medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with colored pencil.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (House & Bushes: Arizona
Stamps Too), Stamp Ink (Ranger Archival Ink:
Jet Black), Regular colored pencils (Prismacolor:
943 Burnt Ocher, 912 Apple Green, 917 Yellow
Orange, 946 Dark Brown, 905 Aquamarine, 909
Grass Green), Watercolor markers (Tombow:
192 green, Ranger Distress: Tumbled Glass, Forest Moss), Alcohol ink marker (Copic: B14 blue),
Cardstock (white matte, black), Paper adhesive.

“Stamp image in black archival ink on white
matte cardstock. Color image with regular
colored pencils. Roughly color grass area with
green colored pencils and sky area with blue
alcohol ink. Color over blue sky with blue watercolor ink and then blue colored pencils to build
a deep blue sky. Color over green grass area
with green watercolor markers and then go
back over it again with green colored pencils
until you have built the green you want for the
grass. This layering may sound tedious but it is
easy coloring and goes fairly quickly; it’s a quick
and dirty coloring approach. Layer finished
panel onto black card.”
Finished Size: 5 1/2" x 6 3/4"
Go to Contents

Karen McIntyre’s Art

Supplies: Stamps (Window - Stamp Cabana,
Palm - Stampington & Co., Cat on left - Rubber Stampede (partial), Middle cat - 100
Proof Press, Dog - unknown, Rug - Stamps in
Motion, Skeleton in chair - PSX, Grass - A La
Art, Branches - Serendipity, Stalks & flowers Art Impressions), Alcohol ink markers (Copic),
Regular colored pencils (Prismacolor), Cardstock (white, black), Paper Adhesive.

Stamp and mask images using black ink.
“Color with alcohol ink markers and colored
pencils.” Layer onto black cardstock.
Finished Size: 7” x 8”
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Wax Crayons

For my wax crayon experiments, I used Crayola wax crayons. Yes, these are marketed for kids, but they can actually do
a nice job on cardstock. Give them a try; you might just find your inner child again!

(Wine: Stamps Happen)

Stamp an image on white cardstock and color it in with wax crayon. Use soft strokes with the side of the crayon or with
an unsharpened tip to apply a light coat of color rather than hard lines of crayon color.
Color over with alcohol ink for smooth coverage or chalk for a grunge look, colored pencil for a rough mix or paint if
you want to cover it completely. Here I used Copic alcohol ink markers over the crayon.
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Learn More: See Nov ‘06 VSN focus article on “Cray-

ons: Watercolor & Wax Crayons.” (Available through
the Online Shopping Cart.)
Wax Crayons Experiment
(Crayons as a Base and Colored With . . . )

ǷǷWatercolor Paint • opaque flat coverage
ǷǷAcrylic Paint • opaque glossy texture
ǷǷWatercolor Markers • uneven
ǷǷAlcohol Ink Markers • smooth even coverage
ǷǷDye-based Stamp Ink • rough coverage
ǷǷChalk • uneven
ǷǷPastels • resists, doesn’t cover well
ǷǷColored Pencils • resists, but interesting mixed
look when used together
Learn More: See the Wax Crayon sheet within the Art
Mediums Experiment pdf file to see the results of
all the art medium combinations.

Next: Stamp art colored with wax crayons and a
page from one of our Sponsors.
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Nancie Waterman’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Wine - Stamps Happen), Dye ink
(Tsukineko: Tuxedo Jet Black), Cardstock (white
matte, green), Printed wrapping paper, Crayons
(Crayola: Yellow, Yellow Green, Robin’s Egg Blue,
Red Violet, Apricot), Alcohol ink markers (Copic E02
tan, R22 medium pink, RV11 light pink, YG03 yellow
green; Prismacolor 191 Pale Jade, 201 Cinnamon
Toast), Gel Pen (Jelly Roll White), Paper Adhesive.

“Stamp image in black ink on white matte cardstock; heat-set. Color in most of image with crayons.
Color over most of crayon colored areas using alcohol ink markers and color other areas previously not
colored using alcohol ink markers.”
“Layer rose printed wrapping paper onto green
cardstock and then layer stamped panel on top. The
wrapping paper was rough cut, so to make the edge
look better, I used a white gel pen to draw in 'stitch'
marks across the edge of the wrapping paper.”
Finished Size: 7" x 5 1/2"
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Surfaces that Can Affect Color

While not art mediums in the traditional sense, the
surfaces where you do your stamping can have an
impact on how you color them in and on how the
final project looks. Coloring in an image stamped on
a translucent colored piece of glass is going to be different than coloring in a stamped image on a bright
white piece of cardstock. You may be need to use
different mediums and different techniques to attain
desired color on each surface. Even paper surfaces
can vary, from white papers, colored papers, smooth
glossy paper, rough or soft textured paper, tissue
paper, vellum, preprinted paper, etc.
Sometimes paper can also be used in lieu of coloring
something in. For example, the paper piecing stamping technique involves stamping an image several
times on various plain or patterned papers, cutting
out some parts from one stamping and some from
another and combining them to create a pieced
image that does not need traditional coloring in techniques. Or you might piece the image and then use
art mediums on top of the paper in some areas to create different effects or to add accents.
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Mixing Art Mediums

In this article, our focus is layering one art medium over another to create different effects and colors. But in
some cases, you can mix two art mediums together and then use the combination to color. This tends to be
easiest to do if the two art mediums are fluid and have the same base. Examples include:
ǷǷWatercolor paint (with water)
ǷǷAcrylic paint
ǷǷWatercolor markers
ǷǷWater-based stamp ink
These are water-based and so mix well together, while alcohol-based and water-based mediums don’t. You
might for example mix some drops of water-based stamp ink into watercolor paint. Or scribble watercolor
marker on a palette and then drop on some watercolor paint or water-based stamp ink. Use that mixture on a
brush or other applicator to color in an image stamped with a permanent (waterproof ) ink.
You might also try shaving little bits of non-fluid art mediums into the more fluid mediums. Some may break
down and seem to blend completely with the fluid medium and some stay discreet bits within the fluid.
Again, use the mixture on a brush or other applicator to color in an image stamped with an appropriate ink.
ǷǷChalk
ǷǷPastels
ǷǷColored Pencils
ǷǷWax Crayons
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Experiment with Art Mediums!

This eArticle should be just the beginning of your art mediums exploration. The specific mediums I
used in my experiments may be different than what you have in your own craft supplies stash. Many
of the results will probably be the same because of the basic characteristics of similar art mediums. But
differences in brand, medium quality, color and technique can all affect the results in subtle and not so
subtle ways. So use this eArticle and the experimentation sheets as a starting point.
Become familiar with your art mediums. Experiment. Figure out which mediums do well on which
surfaces. Make your own experimentation sheets. Better yet, create an art journal where you can document combinations that work and combinations that don't work. Make notations on brand, quality
and technique and anything you needed to do to make a combo successful. Did you need to let a layer
dry? Did you need to use a workable fixative between layers? Does the finished combo need a final
fixative to stay intact? Did you find that a particular order of application worked best? Note all your
results in your art journal so that you can use it as a reference for future projects.
Don't be afraid to mix art mediums. Most are very forgiving. Yes, sometimes you'll make a mess, but
sometimes being willing to experiment will lead you to results you don't expect. For myself, I'm going
to be doing more pieces on top of watercolor painted cardstock, especially using colored pencils.
That was a combo that I didn't expect. I also fell back in love with the rich color of pastels and came to
appreciate how easily you can layer alcohol ink markers and watercolor markers. Building color with
multiple mediums can create rich beautiful color. Try it!

Next: Stamp art colored with Gelatos.
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Marilyn Sweeney’s Art

Supplies: Stamp (Butterfly - Our Daily Bread), Dye
stamp ink (Tsukineko: Brilliance Mediterranean Blue;
Ranger: Distress Broken China), Gelatos pigment
stick (Faber-Castell), Colored pencils and blender
pencil, Tombow colorless blender and Tombow
watercolor marker (942 blue), Cardstock (white
deckle edged), Heat tool, Paper adhesive.

“On a small piece of deckle-edged white cardstock,
stamp the image in blue ink and heat-set with a
heat tool to dry thoroughly.”
“Paint in the image with blue metallic Gelato on a
waterbrush. Allow to dry before continuing. Shade
the image with peacock blue colored pencil and burnish with the colorless blender pencil.”
“For a faint shadow underneath the butterfly, use
a colorless marker to pick up marker color that has
been scribbled on a non-stick craft mat. Stipple over
all with Distress ink. Glue the piece to a white card.”
Finished Size: 4 ¼” x 5 ½”
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Learn More From VSN

VSN Print Issues that Relate to this Issue:
(A’la Carte Online Shopping Cart option)
ǷǷApr ‘12: Distress Marker Techniques
ǷǷApr ‘11: Watercolor Marker Techniques
ǷǷMar ‘11: Alcohol Ink Markers (Part 2)
ǷǷJan ‘09: Alcohol Ink Markers (Part 1)
ǷǷApr ‘08: Water Techniques (Including Watercolor)
ǷǷApr ’07: Stamping with Wax Mediums
ǷǷFeb ’07: Finishes & Coatings
ǷǷJan ’07: Oil-Based Mediums
ǷǷNov ’06: Crayons - Watercolor & Wax Crayons
ǷǷOct ’06: Alcohol Inks Part II
ǷǷSept ’06: Alcohol Inks Part I
ǷǷAug ’06: Embossing Powder Fun
ǷǷJul ’06: Watercolor Paints
ǷǷJun ’06: Acrylic Paints
ǷǷMay ’06: Colored Pencils
ǷǷApr ’06: Markers
ǷǷMar ’06: Pastels & Chalks
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VSN issues can be purchased on VSN's
Online Shopping Cart.
Do you have the whole set yet?

eArticles Mentioned in this Issue: (VSN eArticle Library)
ǷǷColoring In With Colored Pencils eArticle
ǷǷColoring In With Alcohol Inks eArticle
ǷǷColoring in With Watercolor Markers eArticle
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Want More FREE eArticles?

Did you enjoy this eArticle? Would you like to
see more FREE eArticles? Then you need to do
three things:
1) Support the Sponsors. Check out the
Sponsor pages throughout this eArticle, click
on the links, visit their sites and place some
orders. If the Sponsors find that eArticles do
well for them, that encourages them to sponsor future eArticles and it is the Sponsors that
make an eArticle FREE!
2) If you really like an eArticle, please don’t
keep it to yourself. Writing something and
sending it out to the void, never to hear if
someone likes it does not encourage me to
write more eArticles. What does? Your honest
feedback, opinions and comments as well as
your suggestions for future eArticle topics.
Email me: vampstamp@prodigy.net

VSN is Looking for
Stamp Companies
		
to join our select group
			
of eArticle Sponsors.
Sponsors pay a very low fee that helps offset VSN’s
website and eArticle costs, making eArticles free
to readers! In return, your Sponsor Page, with
clickable links, becomes a permanent part of the
eArticle you sponsor. Each eArticle becomes part
of VSN’s online eArticle Library where readers can
enjoy it when it is first published and new readers
can discover it for many months to come.
For more information, please contact VSN today!

3) Tell your friends about VSN’s eArticle series!
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New From VSN: Quick Tips pdfs

What Are Quick Tips?
To some readers, the best part of VSN’s original print issues
was the “Quick Tips” section, full of the small tips, “oh wow!”
ideas and inspirations that make a stamper’s life easier.
Two Ways to Read Quick Tips:
If you prefer the entire issue, you can purchase print or pdf
VSN issues in the VSN Issues section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart. But if your focus is strictly on Quick Tips rather
than the longer articles in the issues and you want to read
them online, try VSN’s new “Quick Tips pdfs”.
What is in the File?
Each downloadable file gathers the Quick Tips from a single
VSN issue, formatted to fit your computer screen. The text is
intentionally set large, in half-size pages, to make it easy to read, whether you are using a desktop computer, laptop or
even a small tablet. (You may find yourself scrolling more than you would like when reading on a phone screen.)
Purchasing Quick Tips
The first six Quick Tips pdf files can be purchased individually for $1.25 each or in a bundle of six for $5.94 (which works
out to $0.99 each.) Purchase them in the Quick Tips pdfs section of VSN’s Online Shopping Cart.
Proceeds of Quick Tips sales go toward funding VSN’s website and future eArticles.
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Art Challenge Drawing

When you submit artwork for an eArticle, your name is put into a drawing to win VSN issues or a VSN eGift Certificate.
Marilyn Sweeney, Karen McIntyre and Barb Benson.
each win their choice of eight VSN issues or a $20 VSN eGift Certificate. (Email me!)
Would you like to submit artwork for a future eArticle? See the Get Published page on VSN’s website for details!

Find VSN Online:
VSN’s Main Website

VSN’s Online Shopping Cart
VSN on Facebook
VSN’s Email Announcement List (Yahoo)
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VSN’s Readers’ Gallery Access

VSN’s website has two art galleries, a public gallery that is open to everyone to enjoy and a “Readers’ Gallery” meant for VSN
readers. Formerly, this second gallery was protected by a username and password found in the most current VSN issue. Now
that the print magazine has closed, I have decided to provide the username and password here instead. These will change
each month, so be sure to check each month’s eArticle to continue to have access to the Readers’ Gallery. Please note that
these are case sensitive! The username and password for January 20 through February 19, 2013:
Username: stamplover213
Password: mixmedium213

eArticle Copyright Statement

This eArticle is copyrighted to Nancie Waterman of Vamp Stamp News. It may not be copied, emailed, posted on a website or
sold in any form without permission. If you have a stamping friend who would like a copy, please direct them to the eArticle
page of VSN’s website where they can download their own copy. Many thanks, Nancie, VSN
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